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Different Agenda

Israelis Worry About Security
By KARBY LEGGETT
KARNI CROSSING, Gaza—James
Wolfensohn, the former head of the World
Bank, recently found himself on this border checkpoint between Israel and the
Gaza Strip inspecting vegetables.
Boxes of tomatoes set for export
baked under a strong sun as Israeli border guards, concerned about security,
slowed traffic to a virtual halt. “Our produce is rotting,” one farmer complained
to Mr. Wolfensohn. Two days later, after
a series of meetings, he had a solution:
Israel would install a 20-foot high digitalscanning system to check shipments for
weapons and explosives, satisfying its
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Business and Finance
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HE DOW INDUSTRIALS
fell 105.50 points, or 0.97%,
to close at 10777.77, their sharpest point or percentage drop in
two months. The apparent culprit was the bond market, where
the yield on the 10-year Treasury note fell below the yield
on the two-year note. This unusual development, called a
yield-curve inversion, has often
preceded an economic slowdown.
n Natural-gas futures fell 10%
to settle at $11.022 per million
BTUs, as moderating temperatures assuaged supply concerns.
(Articles in Column 5 and on Pages C1, C4)
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Enron’s ex-chief accountant,
Richard Causey, is expected to
plead guilty today, a move that
could have a major impact on
co-defendants Lay and Skilling.
n

(Article on Page A3)
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InBev named Carlos Brito CEO,
as the world’s largest beer brewer
by volume further expanded Brazilian control over the company.
n

(Article on Page A3)
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Albertson’s board said it still
backs CEO Larry Johnston, despite the collapse last week of the
grocery company’s planned sale.
n
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Investment in new refineries is
surging overseas as U.S. refiners
hold back, a move that could increase U.S. reliance on imports.
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(Article on Page A2)

worries about terrorism and enabling Palestinian goods to pass.
It was a small but important victory
for Mr. Wolfensohn, 72 years old, who is
now a top diplomat in the region charged
with fixing the beleaguered Palestinian
economy. Since the spring, he has helped
resolve border disputes, found funding
for a seaport and safeguarded a chunk of
the region’s agricultural industry by
rounding up a group of private investors,
including himself. Gaza’s residents will
soon be able to travel to the West Bank
for the first time in five years, a crucial
step in integrating the economies of the
two territories controlled by Israel since
1967.
Mr. Wolfensohn is betting that the
Middle East conflict needs not only a political settlement
but also an economic one. Prosperity, he believes, will
blunt the appeal of
extremism
and
give Palestinians a
stake in building a
new state after
years of nearly continuous violence.
He has one eye supporting the efforts
of Palestinian modJames Wolfensohn erates in January’s
parliamentary elections. The other is on fashioning an economy that could underpin any resolution
for the long term.
Mr. Wolfensohn is a special envoy to a
group known as the Quartet—its members are the U.S., the European Union,
Russia and the United Nations—which
was formed to push for an Israeli-Palestinian settlement. He’s an important figure at a time when progress appears possible. Asked what will happen if the two
sides fail, Mr. Wolfensohn hesitates before answering. “There may not be another opportunity like this for a decade,”
he says.
To succeed, Mr. Wolfensohn and his
international backers need Israel’s help.
Wary of continued terrorist attacks, the
Jewish state wants tight control over Gaza’s contacts with the outside world. In
many ways, Israel’s desire for tight security is in conflict with Gaza’s economic
requirements.
There are also some deeply divisive
Please Turn to Page A12, Column 1
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UPS pilots sought release from
federally mediated talks with the
firm, saying the two sides still
disagree about pay and benefits.
n

(Article on Page A10)
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Italian insurer Unipol raised
its bid for BNL to around $6 billion following an order by market
regulators to increase the offer.
n

(Article on Page B2)
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China’s government appears
to be nearing a decision to issue licenses for next-generation
wireless services next year.
n IPOs by Chinese companies
listing on Hong Kong’s stock exchange next year could raise a
record $25 billion to $30 billion.
n

(Articles on Pages B3 and A13)
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Kerry Packer’s death has fueled speculation about how his son
James might reshape PBL, the
Australian family’s media empire.
n

(Article on Page B3)
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Lucent’s pension-fund surpluses
accounted for 82% of profits in
fiscal 2005, the result of plan assets that outweigh obligations.
n

(Article on Page C1)
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U.S. regulators threatened to
liquidate a Refco unit, citing concerns that some customers may be
unable to get their money back.
n

(Article on Page C3)
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Guidant received a warning
about problems the FDA found
in an inspection of a cardiacrhythm-management facility.

n

(Article on Page D6)
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The Tokyo Stock Exchange is
considering whether to tighten
margin-trading rules, as long margin positions near 14-year highs.
n

(Article on Page C12)
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–Markets–
Stocks: NYSE vol. 1,152,752,260
shares, Nasdaq vol. 1,242,872,116.
DJ industrials 10777.77, t –105.50;
Nasdaq composite 2226.89, t –22.53;
S&P 500 index 1256.54, t –12.12.
Bonds (4 p.m.): 10-yr Treasury
s +8/32, yld 4.343%; 30-yr
Treasury s + 21/32, yld 4.508%.
Dollar: 117.43 yen, +1.20; euro
$1.1834, –0.21 cent against the dollar.
Commodities: Oil futures $58.16 a
barrel, t –$0.27; Gold (Comex)
$508.00 per troy ounce, s +5.00;
DJ-AIG Commodity 168.383, t –2.930.
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Newspapers are seeking to
raise their ad rates next year, but
growing competition from new
media may make that difficult.
n
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n BATTLE LINES TOOK SHAPE in

the struggle to run post-Hussein Iraq.
As thousands of secular Shiites and
Sunnis joined in a Baghdad march to
demand redress of alleged ballot fixing by the ruling Shiite religious bloc,
that group began talks with Kurdish
leaders on sharing the government’s
top posts. In Karbala, a mass grave
was found from Hussein’s post-Gulf
War slaughter of Shiites. Two U.S.
soldiers were killed and two Apache
helicopter pilots died after a midair
collision over Baghdad. In the U.S.,
a pro-Bush group illustrates how the
battle to maintain support for the war
is fought no-holds-barred. (Page A4)
Ukraine and Bulgaria have finished
the withdrawals of coalition military
contingents, but the new Polish government said it now intends to keep
troops in Iraq until the end of 2006.
i
i
i
n Israel shelled a no-man’s land it
has declared in Gaza to stop rocket
attacks. Later, it hit a camp in Lebanon after a Hezbollah rocket attack.
n Lebanon arrested a Syrian man in
the Dec. 12 assassination of journalist and legislator Tueni, who was critical of the occupation by Damascus.
i
i
i
n The State Department announced
sanctions against nine foreign companies, six Chinese, for selling missile and chemical-arms goods to Iran.
i
i
i
n Saudi police wounded and captured
one of the kingdom’s most-wanted Islamic militants after two drive-by attacks in which he killed five officers.
i
i
i
n Justice Department data show warrant requests to a special spy court
rose sharply after Sept. 11 attacks,
as did court-imposed “modifications.”
i
i
i
n A top Putin aide quit after a string
of disagreements over creeping authoritarianism. Illarionov’s departure
alarmed Russian liberals. (Page A13)
n A Russian inquiry concluded security forces did nothing wrong in the
Beslan school massacre, though many
think ineptitude raised the death toll.
n Russia escalated a war of words
with Ukraine, which has threatened
to raise the Black Sea fleet’s rent if
Moscow quadruples the price of gas.
i
i
i
n China sentenced a former cabinet
minister to life in prison for taking
more than $500,000 in bribes. It was
the highest-level graft case in years.
n China freed a rights activist imprisoned during September protests
of official misconduct in Guangdong,
a rare conciliatory gesture by Beijing.
i
i
i
n Sri Lanka civil-war fears soared as
Tamil rebels killed 11 troops in an ambush, putting a truce in grave peril
following a rebel legislator’s slaying.
i
i
i
n Aceh rebels disbanded their armed
wing under a peace deal given impetus by the tsunami, ending a 29-year
struggle for secession from Indonesia.
i
i
i
n U.S.-Philippine relations face a new
test as prosecutors charged four Marines with rape and want them to be
tried before a local court. (Page A13)
i
i
i
n Colombia said rebels killed 24 soldiers during an operation to destroy
coca, deadliest attack in a year that
has seen 600 police or troops killed.
n Bolivia’s president-elect plans to reject any U.S. aid contingent on coca
eradication, and pull his military out
of the antidrug effort, an aide says.
i
i
i
n South Korea’s president apologized
for deaths of two farmers who were
beaten by the police during antiglobalization protests in Seoul on Nov. 15.
i
i
i
n Serb officials say a noose is tightening around top war-crimes fugitive
Mladic, as do Montenegrin media, but
such reports proved false in the past.
i
i
i
n Heart-attack patients often get toohigh doses of blood thinners during
emergency treatment, raising bleeding risks, research found. (Page D6)
i
i
i
n Conflict concerns led another medical journal, this one for surgeons, to
crack down on authors who don’t disclose medical-industry ties. (Page B1)
i
i
i
n Died: John Diebold, 79, consultant
who preached computers to business
in the 1950s, Monday, near New York.
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Cost Conscious: Insurers
and employers want patients
to become savvier consumers. See four trends to watch in
health care for the new year.
i
i
i
n Taking Count: Twenty-six named
storms, $70.85 for a barrel of crude
oil and $4 million for an NYSE seat.
A recap of 2005 by the numbers.
i
i
i
n Winter Workout: How a ski-resort
executive stays fit on and off the slopes.
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As Biotech Drug Prices Surge,
U.S. Is Hunting for a Solution

i

USC Football’s Mr. O’Donnell
To Hang Up His Armor;
A Mascot Called Traveler
7

7

Proposals Include New Role
ForGenerics;LetUncleSam
Bargain; Streamline Trials

Strong Niche
Spending on specialty pharmaceuticals,
in billions:
2006*

Lilly: Don’t Kill Incentives

By KATHERINE ROSMAN
And JON WEINBACH

$68.6

2004
2003

$41.9
$32.7

By GEETA ANAND
PASADENA, Calif.—The 92nd Rose
Bowl Game a week from today between
the No. 1-ranked University of Southern
California Trojans and the No. 2-ranked
University of Texas Longhorns has fans excited for a number of reasons. Both teams
are undefeated. The last two Heisman Trophy winners will be competing. A national
championship is at stake. Stuff like that.
But it will also mark the last time Chuck
O’Donnell will put on his armor and helmet
and mount a white horse called Traveler.
Mr. O’Donnell, 40 years old, is better
known as the Trojan warrior atop the USC
mascot. For more than 15 years, Mr.
O’Donnell has paraded around USC home
football games in cardinal-and-gold regalia, riding his horse, saluting fans and spinning his sword after touchdowns. He has
revved up fans and has become as familiar
at USC games as the marching band.
But Mr. O’Donnell says the schedule
has become too punishing, with about

Gary Pirnat

Former World Bank Chief Bets
Prosperity in New Gaza
Will Blunt Extremism
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A Trojan Warrior
Plans His Last Ride
After Many Seasons

Chuck O’Donnell as a Trojan warrior
atop Traveler, the mascot for USC’s
football team
seven home games during the regular
season and various post-season appearances. “There was no Christmas, no New
Year’s, there was always a football
game,” he says.
His pending retirement will end the association his family has had with USC football for more than 40 years. It started in
1961, when a student and a school official
spotted Richard Saukko, Mr. O’Donnell’s
stepfather, riding a white horse called
Traveler at Pasadena’s Rose Parade on
New Year’s Day.
USC was looking to revive the school’s
dormant mascot program, and Mr.
Saukko, a paint salesman and horse lover,
had in Traveler the perfect performer.
Traveler had been trained to buck and rear
on command as a stunt double for Silver on
“The Lone Ranger” TV series. USC asked
Mr. Saukko to perform for one season.
And, at first, he did it in the heavy armor
worn by Charlton Heston in “Ben-Hur,” according to the university. He soon switched
to a leather outfit he made himself.
The one-year deal turned into a relationship that lasted more than three decades.
When Mr. Saukko quit his job selling paint
in 1974, USC started paying him $50 per
game, according to his widow and Mr.
O’Donnell’s mother, Patricia Saukko DeBernardi. That fee ultimately rose to about
$300 a game. (Mr. Saukko died in 1992.)
While her husband held the reins,
Mrs. DeBernardi helped groom the Andalusian and Arabian horses that played
the role of Traveler. (All told, there have
been seven different Travelers.) To supplement the family income in the late
1990s, she tried to start a small business
selling novelty items with a Traveler
theme. That kicked off a dispute with
Please Turn to Page A6, Column 5

The most innovative part of the drug industry is generating its most explosive
prices.
Spending on specialty pharmaceuticals—biotechnology drugs and other expensive medicines
prescribed by medical specialists—is
growing twice as
fast as traditional
prescription drugs,
according to Medco
Health
Solutions
Inc., one of the largest pharmacy beneTHE MOST
fits managers. InEXPENSIVE
surers project it
DRUGS
will grow by beFourth in a Series
tween 20% and 50%
annually. It reached $42 billion in 2004
and will rise to almost $69 billion next
year, when spending on specialty pharmaceuticals is projected to make up 25%
of the nation’s pharmacy bill, according
to Health Strategies Group, a New Jersey
consulting firm.
Employers and the government, which
bear most of the cost for these medicines
for diseases like cancer, rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis, are struggling to pay. They’re increasingly making
patients pay up to 50% of the costs of treatments that can run several thousand dollars to $600,000 per patient annually. These
“blunt instrument” approaches are
spreading and will ultimately take these
life-saving medicines out of reach of the average American, says Scott Howell, an internist who serves as vice president of
pharmacy affairs at Highmark Inc., a Blue
Cross and Blue Shield company in Pittsburgh.
The drug industry explains the soaring prices by pointing to the high cost
of developing medicines and the expensive manufacturing process for biotechnology drugs. The U.S. has also created
a protected market for the makers of
these drugs, allowing some of them to
make gross profits in excess of 90% long
after patents expire. Besides any patent
protections, new treatments for orphan
diseases—affecting 200,000 or fewer pa-

Spending on specialty pharmaceuticals as
a percentage of the total pharmaceutical
market:
2006*

24.6%

2004
2003
*Projections

17.8%
15.1%
Note: 2005 figures are not available.

Source: Health Strategies Group

tients—are granted seven years of market exclusivity. And competition is limited long after patents or other monopolies expire because the government
doesn’t allow generic versions of biotechnology drugs.
“It would be a national catastrophe
if they can only be given to the
wealthy,” says Sen. Orrin Hatch, the
Utah Republican who is writing legislation aimed at reducing prices by fostering competition in the biotechnology
marketplace.
Here are four proposals for lowering
these costs that Congress, the industry
and patient advocates are working on:

Create a path for generic biotech
drugs
Sen. Hatch is drafting legislation
that would create rules for the Food and
Drug Administration to approve generic
biotechnology drugs after patents on
the original products have lapsed. Barr
Pharmaceuticals Inc., one of the largest
makers of generic pills, has been lobbying legislators and business groups in
support of the legislation, which it
hopes will be introduced next month.
“It is the next step of the Hatch-Waxman Act,” says Rep. Henry Waxman,
the California Democrat who teamed up
with Sen. Hatch in 1984 to write the law
that transformed the generics industry
for typical drugs, which are mostly
made by mixing chemicals. The law
doesn’t apply to biotechnology drugs,
which are usually proteins produced in
live cells, because few such medicines
existed when the law was written.
Under the Hatch-Waxman Act, generic
competitors of traditional pills need only
Please Turn to Page A6, Column 3

Yields on Bonds Invert, Reflecting
Unease About Economy’s Future
By MARK WHITEHOUSE
The nation’s bond market interrupted
the holiday season with a downbeat message yesterday: Many investors expect
the economy to hit tougher times within
the next year or so.
That pronouncement came in the
form of long-term interest rates dropping
below short-term rates, a trend that often—
but not always—precedes an economic
downturn. The development is known as
an inversion, because it flips the traditionally upward-sloping shape of bond
yields plotted on a graph. The yield curve
typically rises because longer-term debt
usually pays higher interest rates to compensate investors for the greater risk
they incur waiting for repayment.
Inversions can squeeze or even eliminate profit margins for banks, hedge funds
and any other financial business that borrows money at short-term rates and lends
it at long-term rates. “This is a warning signal...that we are on recession watch now,”
says Paul Kasriel, chief economist at
Northern Trust Co. in Chicago. The inversion, however, so far is minor, he says.
And some economists believe an inversion
isn’t as reliable a predictor as it once was.
In late New York trading, the yield on
the 10-year Treasury note, which reflects
investors’ long-term view of the economy
and is a key benchmark for mortgage
loans, had dropped just slightly below the
yield on the two-year note, which tracks ex-

pectations for the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy in the nearer term. The 10-year
note’s price was up ª point, or $2.50 for
each $1,000 in face value, to yield 4.343%.
The two-year note was up 1/32 point to
yield 4.347%, and the 30-year bond was up
21/32 to yield 4.508%.
The bond market’s gloom may seem incongruous, given that inflation remains under control and the economy grew at an annual rate of 4.1% in the third quarter, marking the eighth straight quarter of one of the
moststablestretches of growthonrecord. Analysts cautioned against reading too much
into the timing of the inversion, which came
amid a dearth of economic or other marketmoving news and amid thin holiday dealings. Still, it was the first inversion in five
years, and many see it as a signal of bigger,
sustained moves to come. It was also cited as
afactor behind a weaker stockmarket yesterday. (See related article on page C1.)
“The big question is how dramatic
[the inversion] becomes,” says Thomas
Girard, co-head of fixed income at Weiss
Peck & Greer Investments in New York.
Bonds make fixed interest and principal
payments to investors, but their yield depends on what the market is willing to pay
for the bonds on any given day. In deciding
what yield—or return—to demand on
bonds, investors consider various factors,
including their expectations for future shortterm interest rates and the bond’s duration.
Investors, for example, usually dePlease Turn to Page A10, Column 1
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Phuket Perks Up

Gimme Shelter

Tourism is bouncing back in tsunamihit regions of
Asia, but the
recovery has
been uneven.
In a campaign
to woo visitors,
Thai officials insist that conditions
are back to normal. PAGE A13

Should two people linked to the
KPMG saga—one a bit player, the
other a more central figure—serve
on the boards of companies
audited by the accounting firm?
TRACKING THE NUMBERS, C1

Unloading Santa’s Mistakes

Biosafety Threats
The U.S. plans to spend more
than $1 billion on new facilities to
do research on life-threatening
diseases with no known cure. B1
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Latest Answer
To Mideast Crisis:
Fix the Economy

WSJ.com
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Online auction sites are
enticing people to resell
unwanted gifts instead of
dealing with store-return
hassles. Yahoo plans a
separate showcase for
castoff presents. D1

From ‘Burns and Allen’
And ‘I Love Lucy’ to ‘L.A. Law’
Charles Lane, who
turns 101 next month,
has earned 300 TV
credits and an equal
number on film, beginning almost at the
birth of talkies. LEISURE & ARTS, D8

Don’t Fence Me In
Though Mexico decries extending
the “wall” along the U.S. border, its
own stance on illegal immigration is
underhanded and xenophobic, says
Victor David Hanson. OPINION, A14
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Give government negotiating power
President Bush signed legislation in
2003 expanding the Medicare program to
pay for prescription drugs, starting in
2006. Lobbied by the drug industry, Congress specifically barred the government
from negotiating the price of the medicines.
Many Republicans and Democrats in

Congress have introduced legislation this
year to remove the prohibition on the
government haggling with companies
over price. The legislative proposals have
failed so far.
In November, Sen. Olympia Snowe,
the Maine Republican, and three other
legislators proposed the change in a bipartisan amendment to the Senate budget bill. It garnered a majority of votes
but not the 60 needed to pass.
Rep. Waxman predicts Congress will
be more receptive to empowering government to negotiate drug prices next year, as
the cost of the drug benefit mounts. The
new benefit goes into effect next month
and already the Bush administration’s
price estimate has escalated from $400 billion over the next decade to $720 billion.
The Republican leadership remains opposed to such a change, echoing drug-industry concerns that government would
exert too much of an influence on prices.
Sidney Taurel, chief executive of Eli
Lilly & Co., argues government would
push prices down so far that it would
kill profit incentives vital to innovation.
But some current and former drug-industry officials increasingly acknowledge
that finding a way to bring biotechnology
drug prices down over time is important.
Daniel Vasella, chief executive of Novartis AG, says he doesn’t advocate government controls on pricing but points
out that Japan’s system of setting
prices of new drugs relatively high and
then lowering them over time forces
drug companies to keep innovating and
coming up with new drugs.
“Government negotiates the prices of
toilet seats and everything else it buys.
Why shouldn’t it be able to negotiate the
price of medicines?” asks Michael Raab,
who helped launch Genzyme’s biggest
product, Cerezyme, and is now a partner
at venture firm New Enterprise Associates.

Create federal agency for assessing
drug value
Federal regulators scrutinize a drug’s
safety and effectiveness. But they never
address whether those benefits are commensurate with the price. In other
words, would patients be better off taking a cheaper alternative?
One possible solution is the establishment of an independent federal agency
for assessing the value of drugs, says
Alan Garber, head of the Center for
Health Policy at Stanford University and
chairman of the Medicare Coverage Advisory Committee, which makes recommendations on which drugs and procedures
government should pay for. Rep. Waxman says he plans to push Dr. Garber’s
idea in Congress because “the fact that
we don’t have enough information allows
drug companies to promote supposed benefits of new expensive drugs over older,
cheaper, better drugs.”
Both hospitals and insurance companies try to evaluate the costs and benefits
of new drugs and treatments. But all of
these efforts are piecemeal and many
studies are suspected of being biased because they are sponsored by manufacturers promoting products, or insurers trying to contain costs.
A model for a systematic, independent alternative, is the United Kingdom’s National Institute for Health and
Clinical Excellence, which goes by the
acronym NICE, says Dr. Garber.
NICE, an arm of Britain’s national
health system, doesn’t have the authority to mandate what doctors prescribe,
but its recommendations are influential.
The agency has reviewed 93 drugs since
1999. In eight cases, it advised doctors to
stop prescribing treatments, judging that
the cost exceeded the benefits. In 57
cases, it recommended restricting use of
drugs. In 28 cases, the agency encouraged more use of drugs, including Lilly’s
antipsychotic drug Zyprexa, even though
they cost more than older medicines.
Such information could be a tool for
patients and insurers to help negotiate
prices of specialty medicines.

S H E ’ S A W I S E I N V E ST M E N T

Fly This.

Pay This.

Hawker 800XP
America’s most popular mid-size aircraft.

Hawker 400XP
The ideal light jet.

Dr. Garber points to Erbitux, a new
colorectal cancer drug, which came to
market priced at about $38,000 for a fourmonth treatment, or $114,000 annually,
when in early clinical trials it extended
the average patient survival by only a
few weeks or months. In contrast,
Gleevec, a drug for a different cancer,
has been shown to extend patients’ lives
for years, and is priced at $37,000 annually at the recommended dose. BristolMyers Squibb Co., which co-markets Erbitux, declined to comment.
Drug-industry executives are wary.
Mr. Taurel, Lilly’s chief executive, says
he hasn’t had a bad experience with
NICE, but he fears “in the hands of people who control the drug budget, it could
be used to deny access to innovation.”

Reduce cost of developing drugs
The FDA has been holding meetings
with scientists from universities and
drug companies to lay the groundwork
for making clinical trials shorter,
cheaper and more effective.
Fred Hassan, chief executive of Schering-Plough Corp., says “improving the
science of drug development and drug
regulatory review” is vital. “In many industries, the cost of production goes
down every year,” he notes, but in drug
development it keeps getting more expensive.
Despite enormous advances in understanding biology, it takes roughly the
same amount of time today as it did 20
years ago to bring a new drug to market, according to Lilly. Companies follow essentially the same prescription
for conducting clinical trials for proving
safety and efficacy that they did in the
1950s. Today, the process costs about
$200 million per drug, the company
says.
The FDA has created selective shortcuts in some disease areas. In the 1990s,
when the gay community was being decimated by AIDS and virtually no treatments existed, the FDA approved medicines based on abbreviated clinical tri-

Continued From First Page
USC over who owned the rights to the
Traveler trademark. In 2000, USC paid
her an undisclosed sum—six figures, she
says—to settle the conflict. “All I wanted
was to sell socks,” she says. A spokesman for the university declined to comment.
In 2002, Mrs. DeBernardi retired and
the horse-training contract went to Joanne
Asman, who owns the white Andalusian
that currently appears as Traveler. Last
fall, a USC alumnus, Bill Tilley, and his
wife Nadine, set up a $2 million endowment to cover all mascot-related expenses.
The fund, for instance, paid $45,000 to
FedEx the horse to Miami in time for the
Orange Bowl this past January.
Mr. O’Donnell’s first appearance on
the horse came in 1979, after his stepfather was injured in a fall from Traveler
No. 3. Just 13 years old at the time,
Chuck O’Donnell climbed onto the horse
and donned the costume and helmet,
even though it was too big for him. After
USC scored a touchdown, he recalls, Mr.
O’Donnell and Traveler galloped around
the field—and the helmet fell off. After
college, he continued to help his parents
tend to the horses. When his stepfather
stepped down at the age of 69 in 1988, Mr.
O’Donnell, then 23, joined a team of riders who took turns as the Trojan warrior.
Mr. O’Donnell has been the primary
rider since 1998.
In some ways, though, the role is an unlikely one for Mr. O’Donnell. He attended
Santa Barbara City College and has never
taken a class at USC. (Neither his stepfather nor his mother were USC graduates.)
What’s more, despite all the exposure to
football over the years, he admits he’s just
an “average” fan.
Before he began training a stable of 18
horses full-time in February, Mr.
O’Donnell had a longtime career as a fashion stylist for the Robinsons-May department-store chain in Los Angeles.
Mr. O’Donnell charges up the fans with
a full-field sprint aboard Traveler before
games. And the horse canters behind the
end zone—to the brassy beat of “Conquest,”
the school’s fight song—after the Trojans
score a touchdown. Perhaps the most famous part of the routine comes at the end of
the third quarter, when Mr. O’Donnell
guides Traveler down the USC sideline,
thrusts his sword skyward, and within seconds—via “a magical beam of light,” ac-
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als. Many cancer drugs are approved
based on shorter trials through what is
called the FDA’s “fast track” avenue for
medicines for life-threatening conditions
with few other options.
Companies making drugs for extremely rare diseases are lobbying Congress to legislate a similar, shorter
route to market for their medicines, arguing that development costs push
prices stratospherically high because
they must recoup their investment
through sales to such a small number of
patients.
Emil Kakkis, senior vice president of
business operations at BioMarin Pharmaceutical Inc., wants Congress to direct
the FDA to approve drugs for “ultra orphans,” diseases afflicting
perhaps
fewer than 2,000
people in the U.S.,
based on fewer,
smaller trials. His
Novato, Calif., company, in a joint venture with Genzyme,
brought to market
in 2003 a treatment
he developed for
the rare genetic disease, mucopolysacOrrin Hatch
charidosis-1CQ, or
MPS-1, at a cost of
about $175,000 for the average patient.
He says the joint venture could have sold
the drug for far less if the FDA had approved it based on encouraging results of
a 1998 clinical trial in 10 patients.
But the FDA asked BioMarin to conduct a second trial. “When we were finished, it had cost us more than $100 million to develop the product,” which is
estimated to affect fewer than 4,000 people in the developed world, he says.
The FDA’s Dr. Gottlieb says he can’t
comment specifically on BioMarin’s application but adds the FDA’s efforts to
improve clinical-trial design should reduce development costs for all medicines. “If we could develop better science, there could potentially be smaller
trials,” not just those for ultra-orphan
diseases but also for those affecting
larger populations, he says.

Trojan Warrior Plans Last Ride
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Rx for High Prices of Biotech Drugs
Continued From First Page
prove their products have the same active
ingredients as the branded version. They
bring their drugs to market without spending millions on new clinical trials or on
marketing, so the products compete on
price rather than branding. Competitors
of off-patent biotechnology drugs must
conduct the same laboratory and clinical
trials required for new medicines and
must market the drug as a different product, which limits the competition and the
price savings.
In
a
recent
speech to makers of
generic drugs, Sen.
Hatch said the absence of a comparable route for biotechnology drugs,
“essentially acts as
a second patent to
keep off-patent biological products off
the market.” Without
competition,
biotechnology
Henry Waxman
prices often remain
high for years after patents and other
government-granted exclusivities expire.
For example, Genzyme Corp.’s Gaucher
disease drug, Cerezyme, is priced at
$200,000 for the average patient today, 14
years after the first version came to market and four years after the expiration of
its orphan-drug exclusivity.
Amgen Inc., one of the biggest biotechnology firms, has led the industry’s
lobbying effort to prevent an abbreviated route to market for biotech generics. The company emphasizes that biotechnology drugs are far more complex
than typical pills and a slight change in
manufacturing can produce a medicine
with different results in human beings.
“We need to have full tests to protect
patient safety,” says Kevin Sharer, chief
executive of Amgen.
Supporters of clearing a path for generics note that the FDA has allowed
biotech companies to change their own
manufacturing processes without new
trials. For example, Biogen Idec Inc.,
after a fallout with a business partner
that manufactured the multiple sclerosis drug Avonex for clinical trials,
changed to a different manufacturing
process when it brought the drug to the
market. The FDA required the company, based in Cambridge, Mass., to
conduct extensive laboratory testing to
demonstrate the two versions were therapeutically equivalent but didn’t require
additional clinical trials.
James Green, head of preclinical and
clinical development at Biogen, says the
new product ended up being superior,
causing less of an immune response in
patients, but “it could very well have
gone the other way.” He believes some
small clinical trials are prudent but
doesn’t think full-scale clinical trials are
necessary.
The FDA, at a workshop last year,
brought together academic scientists,
government officials and members of
both the branded- and generic-drug industry to try to hash out a consensus
on how generic biotechnology drugs
should be approved. For months, patient advocates, legislators and companies have been awaiting a document
from the FDA cataloguing the scientific
tools available for approving generic
versions of biotechnology drugs.
Scott Gottlieb, deputy commissioner
for medical and scientific affairs at the
FDA, says the document has been delayed because of its complexity but that
the agency is close to completing it.
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On a Higher Plane

cording to school lore—a flame appears in
the Olympic torch atop the east end of the
Coliseum. “It’s sort of cheesy,” admits Mr.
O’Donnell.
The job requires a fair amount of equestrian skill. One of the biggest challenges is
keeping the horse from getting spooked by
90,000 fans and the volume of the USC
band, which provides the cues for most of
Traveler’s routine. To that end, Mr.
O’Donnell or one of his aides takes the
horse to band camp and team practices before each season.
Like the original horse, Traveler No. 7 is
comfortable in front of the camera. Before
this particular horse began performing for
USC in 2002, he posed in a centerfold spread
of Playboy, and made a cameo on the nowdefunct “Jamie Foxx” TV series. In June,
he appeared on the cover of Vogue alongside the actress Salma Hayek. Now that the
horse is so closely linked with the football
team, Ms. Asman is choosing his gigs carefully. “Because of his image,” she says.
Mr. O’Donnell’s job also gets tougher
when USC’s offense plays well—a fact of
life for the past three seasons as the Trojans have won 34 consecutive games.
This past September, for example, USC
scored 10 touchdowns during a 70-17 rout
of the University of Arkansas. In the first
quarter alone, USC scored 28 points.
Translation: Four performances in about
20 minutes by Mr. O’Donnell and Traveler. The pace was so exhausting, Mr.
O’Donnell says, they sat out one touchdown celebration in the second-half of
the game. “The horse was OK,” says Ms.
Asman, “but Chuck was tired.”
At the Rose Bowl, the area around the
sidelines is much smaller than at the Coliseum. These space constraints will reduce
the role of Traveler and the Trojan warrior
in Mr. O’Donnell’s final game. He and the
horse will greet ticket-holders outside the
stadium before kickoff, but will have to
spend much of the game in the tunnel underneath the stands. That doesn’t really
bother Mr. O’Donnell, who isn’t feeling
particularly sentimental about his last
ride. “I don’t want to be riding the horse in
my 50s,” says Mr. O’Donnell. “That outfit
is pretty uncomfortable.”

CEO Johnston Has
Albertson’s Support
Continued From Page A3
ing the third quarter.
“We haven’t yet reached our goals,
but we have gained traction and are moving forward,” Mr. Corddry said.
Directors have little incentive to split
from Mr. Johnston considering the company is still in talks to sell at least some
of its assets, in particular weaker stores
that investors might want for their realestate value. In its statement yesterday,
Albertson’s said it is “aggressively pursuing” divesting its underperforming assets and “focusing attention on the enhancement of the core business.”
One of the biggest questions is
whether Albertson’s will sell off some
of its stronger divisions, such as its
freestanding drugstores, or some of its
strong chains, including the Jewel food
stores in the Chicago area. Analysts
worry that selling off too many strong
pieces leaves a weak core. The Sav-on
and Osco drugstores may not be as valuable on their own if they are split from
the drugstores currently operating inside Albertson’s stores, losing the
strength they get from dual branding
with the stores and shared customer
lists. But if the company sells off real
estate only in weaker markets, it may
not be enough to appease investors. Albertson’s was already moving out of
markets where it doesn’t hold the No. 1
or No. 2 position before it put itself on
the block in September.
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